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Abstract—Network function virtualization (NFV) enables on-
demand network function (NF) deployment providing agile and
dynamic network services. Through an evaluation metric that
quantifies the minimal reliability among all NFs for all demands,
service providers and operators may better facilitate flexible
NF service recovery and migration, thus offer higher service
reliability. In this paper, we present evaluation metrics on NFV
reliability and solution approaches to solve robust NFV under
random NF-enabled node failure(s). We demonstrate how to
construct an auxiliary NF-enabled network and its mapping onto
the physical substrate network. With constructed NF-enabled
network, we develop pseudo-polynomial algorithms to solve the
robust NF and SFC s− t path problems – subproblems of robust
NFV. We also present approximation algorithms for robust NFV
with the SFC-Fork as the NF forwarding graph. Furthermore,
we propose exact solution approaches via mixed-integer linear
programming (MILP) under the general setting. Computational
results show that our proposed solution approaches are capable
of managing robust NFV in a large-size network.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of 5G networks targets to deliver ultra-
reliable and super low latency communication [1], [2], which
supports dynamic requests over large-scale cross-domain net-
works. Through network function virtualization (NFV), a 5G-
enabling technique, network functions (NFs) are decoupled
from costly proprietary networking hardware and are realized
through their software implementation of virtual network
functions (VNFs) running on industry-standard commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware [3], [4]. Radio signal process-
ing [5] and mobile/optical networking [6] are also applying
the NFV and deploy VNFs on NF-enabled physical infras-
tructures, such as virtual machines and containers, and provide
on-demand NF services [7].
NF service providers provision, manage, and orchestrate
VNFs with NFV management and orchestration architectures
(MANO) [8] for end users which request a sequence of NFs
called “service function chaining” (SFC). An instance of SFC
is (firewall → intrusion prevention system → load balancer).
We let “non-chained” NF requests denote the NF requests
without a specified sequence. With NFV, network operators
allocate and reallocate VNF instances and route network traffic
between service functions. Hence, NFV does not only provide
more flexibility but also shortens the enabling time of new NF
services [8]. To realize end-user demands with NF requests,
the NF provisioning problem, which determines the physical
infrastructure to deploy VNF instances to fulfill NF requests,
arises. We illustrate an instance of NF provisioning problem
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1. NF provisioning with NFs deployment on NF-enabled nodes
NFV MANO also supports NF recovery and migration,
the major approaches to guarantee continuity, resilience, and
security of NF services [9], [6], [10]. When a VNF instance
is not reachable [11], MANO initiates the fail-over to other
available NF instances and automatically recovers NF services,
or instantiates new VNFs [12]. Meanwhile, dynamic and
flexible VNF migration also reduces power consumption and
the burden on hardware capacity [6]. To support NF recovery
and migration, reserving physical resources should also be
considered in the NF provisioning problem.
While the above studies provide valuable insights from dif-
ferent aspects of NF services, they cannot be used to quantify
system capability and reliability to support NF recovery and
migration [13], [14], [15] as well as seamless NFV state
transitions [16], [17] under component failure(s). Motivated
by the objective of providing ultra-reliable 5G services, we
studied the robust NF provision problem in [18] which takes
into account the uncertain failures of NF-enabled nodes from
the network operators’ perspective. Robust evaluation metrics
proposed in [18] on robust VNF provisioning target to provide
VNF managers/orchestrators a way to evaluate the strategies to
instantiate VNFs on available NF-enabled nodes (NF resource
pools) based on the information of the physical infrastructure
and resource utilization.
This study addresses robust NF provisioning and related
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network design and routing problems. The robust NF pro-
visioning problem determines the location of VNF instance
deployment, and possible NF request fulfillment is determined
with a robust evaluation metric as the objective to handle
random NF-enabled node failures. Extended from [18], we
study three sets of network design and routing problems
for both considering and not considering NF-enabled node
failure: (1) the minimal weighted SFC s − t path problem,
which determines the minimal weighted path for SFC requests
visiting all required NFs in sequences through NF-enabled
nodes; (2) VNF provisioning with SFC-Fork as the forwarding
graph structure, which determines deployment locations of
VNF instances realizing all SFC requests; and (3) VNF
provisioning with general NF forwarding graph. The first set
of problems is a fundamental problem in NFV which helps
establish the end-to-end route to fulfill NF requests. The
second set has SFC-Fork as the NF forwarding graph, which
is the commonly established forwarding graph in NFV 5G
implementation (see in [19], [20], [21], [22]). To address these
problems, we construct an auxiliary NF-enabled network that
serves as an intermediate layer between the NF forwarding
graph and the physical substrate network and provides all
possible connections among NF-enabled nodes. We present
pseudo-polynomial algorithms for the NF and SFC s− t path
problems and approximation algorithms for the NF provision-
ing problem with SFC-Fork. We also validate our proposed
solution approaches with computational results over small and
large scale national-wide physical networks.
We highlight our contributions in this paper as follows.
1) We propose robust evaluation metrics [18]
on robust VNF provisioning to provide VNF
managers/orchestrators a way to evaluate strategies in
instantiating VNFs on available NF-enabled nodes (in
NF resource pools) based on the physical infrastructure
and resource utilization.
2) We construct multi-layer graphs and establish their cor-
responding mapping relationships, which provide net-
work structures to solve the NFV design problems.
3) We provide pseudo-polynomial algorithms for NF and
SFC s−t path problems in both deterministic and robust
settings.
4) We demonstrate the existence of bi-factor approxima-
tion algorithms on NF provisioning with SFC-Fork and
propose corresponding algorithms.
5) We propose a two-step parameterized path reduction
technique in approximation algorithm design to manage
branching structures in tree networks.
6) With the insight obtained from the approximation al-
gorithm for the optimal NF provisioning problem, we
develop an approximation algorithm for the robust NF
provisioning problem.
In short, the robust NF provisioning problems address the
problem of sequential location selection/resource allocation
and the routing through selected locations, which add new
variants and dimensions in the traditional location and
location-routing problems. Our proposed evaluation metrics
and solution approaches serve the purpose of dealing with
these new variants.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
present the related works, problems, and their solution ap-
proaches in section II. Especially, we summarize the approx-
imation algorithms for k-level facility location problems and
their robust/fault-tolerant relatives. In section III, we review
the evaluation metric for NF services, the robust NF-service
evaluation metric, for non-chained NFs and SFCs and define
the robust NF provisioning problem and related subproblems.
We present corresponding solution approaches in Section IV,
where an auxiliary NF-enabled network is constructed. We
introduce the (robust) SFC path algorithms and the mixed-
integer programming formulations to solve robust NF provi-
sioning for non-chained NF and SFC requests, respectively.
The experiment setting and computational results to validate
our proposed approaches are given in section V. We also
demonstrate the low bound benchmark of the robust NF-
service evaluation metrics, followed by the conclusions and
future research directions in section VI. We also include in
the appendix a bit theoretical study to entertain the audience
with the fondness of theorems, proofs, and approximation ratio
of the algorithm.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Network Function Virtualization Techniques
We review in this section the works on NFV resource
allocations and existing solution approaches and focus on the
approximation algorithms for facility location problems and
relevant location routing problems. Related topics have been
reviewed in survey papers, such as NFV architectures [23],
mobile applications [24], and NF deployment/provisioning
related resource allocation [25], [26]. Most recent works on
NFV MANO focus on NFV instantiation [27], [28], orches-
tration [29], management [30], and scheduling [31]. Newly
developed technologies are capable to support NFV in various
telecommunication systems.
B. Related Problems and Solution Approaches
Most resources allocation problems for NF deploy-
ment/provisioning [25] are under the setting that given a
physical substrate network (an available NFVI), the set of
NF-enabled nodes is a subset of physical nodes and the end-
to-end NF demands are established/realized through paths
in the physical substrate network. NF deployment problem
determines locations and copies of VNF instances deployed
and generates end-to-end routes (static/dynamic) for NF re-
quests. On top of the NF deployment problem, NF provision-
ing problem further estimates physical resources considering
also the quality-of-service (QoS). Hence, NF deployment and
provisioning problems belong to location-routing problems.
SFC route generation [32] and NF forwarding graphs em-
bedding [33] are the two approaches to manage SFC requests
either individually or jointly. Hence, even with the simplest
case, the minimal weighted SFC path problem is different
from the shortest path problem, which requires visiting VNF
instantiated physical nodes in the desired sequence. [34]
decomposes non-chained VNF deployment into two stages:
(1) VNF instance deployment via facility location problem,
and (2) VNF instance assignment for NF service requests
via assignment problem, which allows NF service requests
to be fulfilled by splittable flows. They provide a mixed
integer linear programming (MILP) formulation for each stage
with the objective to minimize the system-wide operation
costs and build an upper-bounded heuristic algorithm. [35]
studies SFC deployment and presents a MILP formulation
which realizes SFC requests via multiple virtual network
embeddings [36]. A heuristic algorithm based on a multi-
stage directed graph and Viterbi algorithm is proposed, which
takes each SFC as a virtual network and maps each virtual
network onto the given physical substrate network. [37]
studies multiple SFCs (forwarding graph) embedding and
proposes a polynomial-time approximation algorithm based
on random routing techniques with linear programming re-
laxation. [38] provides a randomized approximation algorithm
leveraging multi-commodity flows for path computation and
function placement. [32] focuses on the SFC counterpart of
standard graph theory problems, such as the minimal weighted
SFC path and the SFC maximal flow. The proposed pseudo-
polynomial algorithms solve the minimal weighted SFC paths
on a transferred network graph and a special case of SFC
maximal flow problem.
With the capacity limitation on the physical substrate net-
work and single-path realization of end-user demands, [39]
deploys VNF instances in an optical backbone network and
formulates the problem as unit flow multicommodity flow
problem. The resource competition between NF instantiation
and demand routing is captured using game theory setting,
which reveals that a system-wide optimal solution may not
be preferable for network service providers and individual
end-users. [30] takes into account the selfishness and com-
petitiveness of end-users’ behavior and formulates an atomic
weighted congestion game for SFC routing. It proposes a
polynomial-time algorithm to achieve Nash equilibrium with
a bounded price of anarchy. Besides planning and operation
costs, QoS is another key evaluation metric for network
services, especially in a 5G environment. One of the 5G-
PPP research projects funded by the European Union, 5G-
NORMA [40], provides QoS requirements on NF service
during 5G implementations considering deployment failure
due to lack of infrastructure resources. [41] demonstrates that
controlled redundancy provides extra protection and recovery
capability for network services when a physical failure occurs.
It develops an online heuristic algorithm minimizing physi-
cal resource consumption and guaranteeing service reliability
with backup resources. [42] studies the reliability-aware NF
provisioning problem and proposes MILP formulation and
greedy based heuristic algorithm, in which extra backup VNF
instances for NF requests are deployed. From the operators’
perspective on managing the QoS of NF services, in this
study, we fill in the gap with the study of the QoS-controlled
NF provisioning problem. We first propose a new evaluation
metric on NF-service reliability under the worst-case scenario,
followed by studying robust NF provisioning under the failure
uncertainty of NF-enabled node. As mentioned earlier, two
subproblems are involved in the NF provisioning problem: (1)
The minimal-weighted SFC path problem: different from [32],
we first propose a Dijkstra-like algorithm with an extended
level of information; and (2) robust NF provisioning: we
present mixed-integer programming formulations as its exact
solution approach.
1) Facility Location Approximations: We briefly summa-
rize some existing approximation algorithms for the k-level
facility location problem and robust fault-tolerant facility lo-
cation problem with a restriction on the standard uncapacitated
facility location problem where no penalty is allowed. These
related works would serve as the foundation for us to discuss
the potential of the approximation algorithms for robust NF
provisioning. The k-level facility location problem, which
has a client set and k types/levels of facility sets, targets to
connect clients to opened facilities at each level (in the order
of level 1 to level k) with minimal costs/weights. Through
linear programming (LP) relaxation, [43] generalized the 1-
level uncapacitated facility location problem and developed
an algorithm with an approximation ratio of 1.463. [44]
improved the ratio to 1.61 for general k. Harder than the
1-level facility location problem, the k-level facility location
problem has a currently best-known approximation with a ratio
of 1.488 [45]. The constant factor approximation was started
from a 2-level problem (k = 2) with a 3.16-approximation
algorithm [46], and a 3-approximation for general k [47]. [48]
demonstrated that the k-level problem could be reduced to
(k − 1)-level problem and a 1-level problem and provided a
2.43-approximation, which was further improved by [49] and
[50][51] through LP primal-dual, randomization, and facility
scaling techniques. [52] introduced the robust fault-tolerance
problem, which has a two-stage robust optimization setting
with the first stage determining the facility location and client
assignment, and the second stage reconnecting clients if up
to a total of α connected facility failed (which were opened
in the first stage). Based on such setting, [52] developed a
(7.5α+1.5)-approximation algorithm, which was further im-
proved to a (k+ 5 + k/4)-approximation in [53] through LP-
rounding.
III. NOTATIONS AND PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In this section, we first provide the general notations used
in the discussions. We then propose the robust NF-service
evaluation metric and the robust VNF provisioning problem
to minimize the number of instantiated VNFs while maxi-
mizing the robust NF-service evaluation metric. Let GP =
(VP , AP )/GP = (VP , EP ) be the physical infrastructure with
node set VP and arc/edge set AP /EP , required NF set F ,
and end-to-end service request D = {dst}. Let node set
V fP ∈ VP denote a physical resource pool for NF f (candidate
physical nodes to deploy f ) and V FP = ∪f∈FV fP be the NF-
enabled node set. Each of the NF-enabled nodes is with failure
probability ρi, i ∈ V FP and 0 ≤ ρi ≤ 1.
We assume that the NF requests dst, s, t ∈ VL are known a
priori. Let dst be a tuple [(s, t), σst, Fst], where σst indicates
whether the request is with SFC or not; if yes, σst = 1,
otherwise σst = 0. We let P˜ and
−→
P be the undirected
and directed path sets in the physical network. A demand
(s, t) with NF requests is fulfilled if it is routed through
path pst ∈ −→P visiting all required NFs in the sequence
defined in SFC when σst = 1, or otherwise routed through
undirected path ηst ∈ P˜ visiting all required NFs with σst = 0.
To simplify the notation, we let P represent the path set
containing all undirected and directed paths of all NF requests.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the physical sub-
strate network is at least 2-connected in this paper. Notations
and parameters are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND PARAMETERS
Notation Description
GP (VP , AP ),
GP (VP , EP )
Physical infrastructure GP with VP , AP /EP as its node
and arc/link sets, respectively
GL(VL, EL) Logical network GL with VL, EL as its node and link
sets
P The undirected and directed path set inGP , where η ∈ P
and p ∈ P denote the undirected and directed paths,
respectively
F The NF set, where f ∈ F denotes a network function
V FP A set of all NF-enabled nodes, V
F
P ⊆ VP
Γ(F ) NF instance deployment, denoted as a tuple [{f, i, nfi } :
f ∈ F, i ∈ VP ], where nfi is the instances of f deployed
onto i
Parameter Description
D, dst D is a set of service requests, where each dst ∈ D is a
tuple [(s, t), σst, Fst] representing one service request;
here Fst is the set of required NFs for demand (s, t), and
σst = 1 if demand (s, t) is SFC (i.e., f ∈ Fst should
be executed in a fixed sequence), otherwise, σst = 0.
ρi The failure probability of NF-enabled physical node
i, i ∈ V FP
A. Robust NF Service Evaluation Metric
Our robust NF-service evaluation metric is based on the
following observations.
Observation 1: Given an NF-enabled node pool V FP and
requests D = {dst}, where request dst is realized through a
path ηst. dst cannot be fulfilled if and only if V
f
P ∩ ηst = ∅,
f ∈ Fst.
Observation 1 is derived from the fact that dst can only be
fulfilled if and only if (all) the required NFs are deployed
onto physical node(s) in its selected path ηst.
If Fst = {f} and ηst is given for all (s, t), Prob(dst), the
probability of dst being fulfilled, is then (1−
∏
i∈V fP ∩ηst ρi).
We now consider a more generalized setting where demands
are with single or multiple NFs and their routings ηst are not
given.
Definition 1: Given NF-enabled node pool V FP , the robust
NF-service evaluation metric, denoted as RP(dst), is
RP(dst) = min
f∈Fst
max
ηst∈Pst
1− ∏
i∈Γ(f)∩ηst
ρi
 .
Note here that dst with multiple non-chained NF requests is
fulfilled if and only if all required NFs are satisfied. Thus, the
robust evaluation metric RP(dst) is determined by the worst
best-case scenario among all requested NFs realized through
the best-known paths in P . Hence, RP provides an estimated
low bound of NF-service reliability for all demands.
Different from non-chained NF requests, SFC request is
fulfilled only when all required NFs are served in a specified
sequence. Without loss of generality, we assume that (1) the
same NF request will not be fulfilled more than once on
different NF-enabled nodes, and (2) each NF-enabled node
will not carry out multiple NF requests in SFC.
Definition 2: Given NF-enabled node pool V FP , the robust
NF evaluation metric of SFC request dst is
RP(dst) = min
f∈Fst
max
pst∈Pst
1− ∏
i∈Γ(f)∩pst
ρi
 /|Fst|!.
Since demands with SFC request are fulfilled only when
all requested NFs are deployed onto pst and visited in a
predefined sequence, there is only one valid case out of
|Fst|! permutations. RP(dst) is then determined by the worst
best-case scenario among all requested NFs realized through
the best-known paths in P (with the highest probability to
survive).
Considering multiple NF requests in a given NFVI (NFV
infrastructure) and managed by the same NFV MANO, we
define the robust NF-service evaluation metric among all NF
request as follows.
Definition 3: Given GP , GL, a set of NFs F , NF-enabled
node pool V FP and node failure probability ρi, i ∈ V FP ,
RP(V FP ) = mindst∈DRP(dst).
Naturally, as the counterpart of robust NF evaluation metric,
we may derive the following properties.
FP(dst) = max
f∈Fst
min
ηst∈Pst
 ∏
i∈Γ(f)∩ηst
ρi
 (1)
RP(dst) = max
f∈Fst
min
ηst∈Pst
 ∏
i∈Γ(f)∩pst
ρi
 /|Fst|! (2)
FP(V FP ) = max
dst∈D
FP(dst) (3)
B. Illustrations: NF Service Reliability vs. Robust NF Service
Evaluation Metric
We evaluate the robust NF-service evaluation metric via
an instance illustrated in Fig. 2 and present its difference to
the NF-service reliability defined in [54]. In this example,
two demands with NF requests d12 and d34 are considered.
Fig. 2. NF reliability
Demand d12 requires SFC f1 → f2 and d34 requires non-
chained NFs {f1, f2}. NF-enabled nodes, their supported
NFs, and their failure probabilities are labeled in Fig. 2.
Candidate physical nodes to enable/deploy f1’s are in set
V 1P = {1, 3, 4, 5}, and those for f2’s are in V 2P = {2, 3, 5, 6}.
d12 is routed through a directed path {(1, 5), (5, 2)}, and d34
is routed through an undirected path {(4, 6), (6, 3)}. Based on
the assumptions given in the previous section, the robust NF-
service evaluation metric RP({d12, d34}) = min{1−0.1, 1−
0.2, (1− 0.2× 0.1)/2, (1− 0.1× 0.2)/2} = 0.49.
Different from RP({d12, d34}), NF-service
reliability of d12 is [1 − Prob(f1, f2 both failed)
- Prob(only f2 failed) - Prob(only f1 failed) -
Prob(f1, f2 fulfilled but not in-order)] = 1 − 0.1 ∗ 0.2 ∗
0.1 − 0.9 ∗ 0.2 ∗ 0.1 − 0.9 ∗ 0.2 ∗ 0.1 − 0 = 0.962. The
NF-service reliability of d34 = [1 − Prob(f1, f2 both failed)
- Prob(only f2 failed) - Prob(only f1 failed)] =
1− 0.2 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 0.1− 0.2 ∗ 0.1 ∗ 0.9− 0.2 ∗ 0.9 ∗ 0.1 = 0.962.
The examples above show that NF-service reliability is
measured when the deployment of NF instances and routings
are determined. In contrast, since the robust NF-service eval-
uation metric already evaluates the minimum NF reliability,
the routings selected and the deployment of non-chained NFs
or SFC would always be better than or at least equal to the
metric. In other words, the robust NF-service evaluation metric
provides a tight lower bound for each NF’s reliability.
This instance also shows that with the limitation imposed
on the NF-enabled nodes, the selection of NF-enabled nodes
also impacts the robust NF-service evaluation metric. Hence,
in the following section, we study the robust NF provisioning
problem which aims at maximizing our proposed NF-service
evaluation metric via NF-enabled node selection for NF re-
quest realization.
C. Robust NF Routing
We study the subproblems in robust NF provisioning, the
NF s− t path, SFC s− t path, and request routing problems
with the assumption that all NF-enabled nodes are deployed
with corresponding NF instances.
1) NF Path and SFC Path Problems: Different from typical
s−t routing problems in telecommunication networks, an SFC
s− t routing problem is to find a route realizing SFC request
and guaranteeing that all required NFs are visited in order. The
corresponding NF s−t routing problem is to find a s−t route
visiting all required NFs enabled nodes. We formally define
them as follows.
Definition 1: Given demand d, required NFs F (d), physical
substrate network GP (VP , EP ), and NF enabled node set
NP (f), a NF s − t path problem is to find a s − t path
pst where NP (f) ∪ pst 6= ∅ with f ∈ F (d).
Definition 2: Given demand d, its required SFC
(f1, f2, · · · , fr), physical substrate network GP (VP , EP ), and
NF enabled node set NP (f), a SFC s − t path problem is
to find a s − t path pst which satisfies (1) NP (f) ∪ pst 6= ∅
with f ∈ F (d) and visiting of NF-enabled node in the same
sequence of SFC.
Applying the robust NF evaluation metric, correspond-
ingly, we introduce the robust counterparts of the above
two problems as follows. With a single source-destination
pair, the robust NF and SFC s − t paths aim to find a
s − t path maximizing the minimal successful rate among
all required NFs, i.e., maxp∈PSst mini∈p ln[1 + (1 − ρi)] and
maxp∈PFst mini∈p ln[1 + (1 − ρi)], with PSst and PFst be the
path sets for SFC s− t path and NF s− t path, respectively.
Given an SFC request, we consider its embedded SFC chain
as a directed path in the logical network. While multiple
demands with SFC requests are given, the required SFC chains
together form an SFC forwarding graph (logical network). Let
GL(VL, EL) indicate the logical SFC forwarding graph. In
Section IV, we present a labeling-based pseudo-polynomial
algorithm for the SFC s − t path and NF s − t path on
the constructed auxiliary NF-enabled network which is an
intermediate network layer in between the lower-layer physical
substrate network (namely, the physical network) and the
upper-layer SFC chain (namely, the logical network). Extend-
ing from a single source-destination pair of NF request, we
consider the NF and SFC request routing problems in the next
section.
2) NF and SFC Request Routing: We still assume that all
NF-enabled nodes are deployed with NF instances and study
NF and SFC routing for all NF requests, whose corresponding
general network design problem is the multi-commodity flow
problem.
Given NF requests D = {d}, physical substrate network
GP (VP , EP ), and NF enabled node set NP (f), the NF
request routing and SFC request routing problems are to
generate NF/SFC paths for all demands with NF/SFC requests,
respectively. Through adopting the robust NF evaluation metric
as the objective, the robust NF and SFC routing problems
determine the routes for all NF requests while evaluating the
NF failure rate among all NFs and requests.
D. Robust NF Provisioning
With the evaluation metric above, we present in the follow-
ing the VNF provisioning problem without considering the NF-
enabled node failures. Given GP , GL, D, and V FP . dst ∈ D,
s, t ∈ VL, is mapped onto a directed path pst ∈ P for SFC
request, or undirected path ηst ∈ P for NF request. We would
like to determine a limited number of NF-enabled nodes to
support each required NF and guarantee that demands are
routed through their required NFs. This problem considers
both non-chained NF and SFC requests.
When taking the failures of NF-enabled nodes into consid-
eration, we now define the robust VNF provisioning problem.
Definition 4: Given Nf as the limited number of NF-
enabled nodes supporting NF f , the robust VNF pro-
visioning problem is to determine the NF deployment
which maximizes the robust NF-service evaluation metric:
maxV fP :|V fP≤Nf |RP(V
F
P ).
E. Maximizing RP(V FP ) via Minimizing FP(V FP )
We show that the robust VNF provisioning can be achieved
via finding the minimum robust NF failure evaluation metric.
Proposition 1: 1−RP(V fP ) = FP(V fP ), with dst ∈ D and
f ∈ Fst.
Derived directly from Definitions 1 and 2, Proposition 1
also holds for SFC requests. Hence, we have the following
conclusion.
Theorem 1: maxV FP RP(V FP ) = minV FP FP(V FP ).
In the next section, we demonstrate that solving the robust
VNF provisioning via minimizing NF failure evaluation metric
would linearize the non-linear equations. We then propose the
solution approach accordingly.
IV. SOLUTION APPROACH
In this section, we present solution approaches to solve the
robust VNF provisioning problem. We start with two special
cases/subproblems: (1) the robust NF and SFC s − t path
problems, for which we construct an auxiliary network layer
and present pseudo-polynomial algorithms for both; and (2)
we leverage the k-level facility location problem and construct
a 3.27-approximation algorithm for the VNF provisioning
problem with SFC-Fork as the forwarding graph. We de-
velop the two-step path-reduction techniques and demonstrate
the existence of the approximation algorithm for the robust
VNF provisioning problem through SFC-Fork. For the general
problem setting (not limited to the SFC-Fork structure), we
demonstrate how to utilize FP(V FP ) to formulate the robust
VNF provisioning problem and propose its MILP solution
approach. The variables and parameters used in this section
are presented in Table II.
TABLE II
PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES
Parameter Description
Nf The number limitation of NF deployed locations with
f ∈ F
ρi The failure probability of physical node i with i ∈ VP
δiηst A binary indicator showing whether physical node i is
on path ηst or not, ηst ∈ Pst, (s, t) ∈ EL; if yes,
δiηst = 1, otherwise δ
i
ηst
= 0
γfst A binary indicator showing whether f is requested by
dst or not; if yes, γ
f
st = 1, otherwise, γ
f
st = 0
M A very large number
Variable Description
λ The upper bound of NF failure probability for service
requests in D
ξfst NF failure probability of NF f ∈ F and dst ∈ D
xpst A binary variable indicating whether path pst ∈ Pst is
selected to fulfill dst ∈ D
yifst A binary variable indicating whether physical node i
provides NF requests f for dst or not; if yes, y
if
st = 1,
otherwise, yifst = 0
hi A binary variable which indicates whether a network
function is deployed onto physical node i or not; if yes,
hi = 1, otherwise, hi = 0
zfi A binary variable which indicates if network function f is
deployed onto physical node i; if yes, zfi = 1, otherwise,
zfi = 0
βst A binary auxiliary variable which indicates if demand
dst is selected under the SFC setting; if yes, βst = 1,
otherwise βst = 0
A. Special Case 1: NF and SFC s− t Path Problems
In this section, we present a pseudo-polynomial algorithm
for the minimal weighted and robust non-chained NF s − t
path and SFC s − t path problems, respectively. [55] proved
that a path with multiple must-stop nodes, without order
requirements, is NP-Complete. The NF s − t path is a path
between s and t and must-stop at NF enabled nodes; and
SFC s− t path problem further required the NF path to visit
NFs with defined order in SFC. Hence, we explore pseudo-
polynomial algorithm for NF and SFC s− t path problem.
1) Auxiliary NF-enabled Network Construction: We first
introduce a condensed physical network, an auxiliary NF-
enabled network, which only contains source and destination
nodes of NF requests and their corresponding NF-enabled
nodes. To allow a single node in the physical substrate network
to support multiple types of NFs, we introduce augmentation
steps that create copies of NF-enabled nodes and indicate their
supported types of NFs in Algorithm 1.
We next present an algorithm that adds arcs in the auxiliary
NF-enabled network through the cross-layer network concept,
where we consider the SFC chain or SFC forwarding graph
as the upper-layer/logical network and the physical substrate
network as the lower-layer/physical network. After introducing
duplicated NF-enabled nodes and their available NFs support,
we build connections among these NF-enabled nodes based
on the service requests. To limit the size of the augmented
network, we only add arcs connecting nodes in V AP when the
connection can realize the NF or SFC routes. We wish to
note that the connectivity of the auxiliary NF-enabled network
Algorithm 1 Node set construction in the auxiliary NF-
enabled network
Input: Physical substrate network GP (VP , EP ), NF-enabled
node set NP (f) with f ∈ F , and the initial augmented
NF-enabled node set V AP = ∅
Output: An augmented NF-enabled node set
1: for i ∈ NP and f ∈ F do
2: if i ∈ NP (f) then
3: Create a copy of i indicated as if
4: V AP = V
A
P ∪ if
5: end if
6: end for
for non-chained NF requests is higher than that of the SFC
version as the non-chained NF requests do not require in-order
execution.the SFC version as the non-chained NF requests do
not require in-order execution.
Algorithm 2 Arc construction with SFC requests in the
auxiliary NF-enabled network
Input: Physical substrate network GP (VP , EP ), NF-enabled
node set NP (f) with f ∈ F , SFC forwarding graph
GL(VL, EL), augmented NF-enabled node set V AP and the
initial augmented NF-enabled arc set EAP = ∅
Output: Arc set for auxiliary NF-enabled network EAP for
SFC requests
1: for e = (fi, fj) ∈ EL do
2: for ` ∈ NP (fi) and k ∈ NP (fj) do
3: if a path ρ(`, k) exists in GP then
4: Create arc (`(fi), k(fj)) and add the arc into EAP
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for
To differentiate the auxiliary NF-enabled network for
NF requests and SFC requests, we let GS(NS , ES) and
GF (NF , EF ) denote networks for non-chained NF requests
and SFC requests, respectively, where NS = V AP , NF = V
A
P ,
and ES and EF are obtained through Algorithms 2 and 3,
respectively. We illustrate an instance of the auxiliary NF-
enabled network for SFC in Fig. 3, which is an abstraction
of all potential SFC path realization via NF-enabled physical
nodes. Given SFC (f1, f2, f3) (see Fig. 3(a)), where f1, f2,
and f3 are with 2, 3, and 2 NF-enabled physical nodes,
respectively, which are illustrated in Fig. 3(b). All possible
SFC physical paths for (f1, f2, f3) through their corresponding
NF-enabled nodes can be calibrated. For instance, there are 12
possible physical paths to realize the SFC in Fig. 3.
Proposition 2: Given a constructed GS(NS , ES), the visit-
ing sequence of NFs in SFCs is realized through the arcs in
ES .
Proof: We prove this claim by contradiction. Given an SFC
λ and its corresponding GS(NS , ES) and let (fi, fj) and
(fj , fk) be arcs in λ. We assume that ES , arc (ifi , ifk)
exists. Based on Algorithm 2, only (ifi , ifj ) and (ifj , ifk)
Algorithm 3 Arc construction with non-chained NF requests
in the auxiliary NF-enabled network
Input: Given physical substrate network GP (VP , EP ), NF-
enabled node set NP (f) with f ∈ F , demand dst with
required NFs D(F ), augmented NF-enabled node set V AP ,
and the initial augmented NF-enabled arc set EAP = ∅
Output: Arc set for auxiliary NF-enabled network EAP for
non-chained NF requests
1: for any two fi, fj ∈ D(F ) do
2: for ` ∈ NP (fi) and k ∈ NP (fj) do
3: if A path ρ(`, k) exists in GP then
4: Create arc (`(fi), k(fj)) and add the arc into EAP
5: end if
6: end for
7: end for
8: GS = GS ∪ {s, t}
9: ρs = 0, ρt = 0
10: for i ∈ NP (f1) do
11: if a path ρ(s, i) exists in GP then
12: Create arcs (s, i) and add into ES
13: end if
14: end for
15: for i ∈ NP (fr) do
16: if a path ρ(i, t) exists in GP then
17: Create arcs (i, t) and add into ES
18: end if
19: end for
NF1                       NF2                        NF3
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Auxiliary NF-enabled network for SFC
are created. Hence, connecting ifi , ifk) requires at least two
arcs in GS . Contradiction! 2
2) Pseudo-Polynomial Algorithm for SFC s − t Path: We
first define the SFC s − t path problem before presenting
the algorithm. Given physical substrate network GP (VP , EP )
and all of its supported NFs, we let NP (f) represent an NF-
enabled physical node set supporting network function f ∈ F .
Definition 3: Given an SFC chain, SFC service path is a
physical path connecting NF-enabled nodes with required NFs
following the sequence defined in the SFC chain.
We let P(fh) represent a subpath set of SFC physical paths
in GP (VP , EP ), which starts from physical nodes in N(fh)
and ends at physical nodes N(fr).
We now present the algorithm for SFC s − t path. Given
GP , GS , GL and the source and destination nodes s and t of
the SFC. For the general minimal-weighted SFC s − t path
problem, we first add s and t connecting the first and last NF-
enabled nodes in GS . Here, the weight can be the shortest-
path weight in the physical substrate network. Different from
the minimal-weighted s − t path, the SFC s − t path should
visit the required NFs in the order specified in SFC. Since
Proposition 2 shows that the order of NFs in SFC is preserved
in the auxiliary NF-enabled network, we present a Dijkstra-
like algorithm for SFC s− t path as follows.
Algorithm 4 SFC s− t path algorithm
Input: Given GP (VP , EP ), GS(NS , ES), and SFC chain
GL(VL, EL), source and destination node s, t
Output: SFC path ρ
1: for i ∈ NS do
2: Set initial visited ancestor list `(i) = ∅
3: end for
4: Set a node set U = {s}, ω(s) = 0
5: while U 6= VP do
6: for j in U ’s adjacent nodes do
7: ω(j) = mine=(v,j):v∈U [ω(v) + ω(e)]
8: end for
9: Add j∗ = arg minj∈U ’s adjacent nodes ω(j) to U
10: end while
3) Pseudo-Polynomial Algorithm for Robust SFC s−t Path:
We present in this section the pseudo-polynomial algorithm for
the robust SFC s − t path problem. We identify the property
of the robust SFC s− t path and its non-chained counterpart
as follows.
Proposition 3: Given an auxiliary NF-enabled network
GS(NS , ES) and GF (NF , EF )
(1) The robust SFC s − t path problem is an SFC s − t
bottleneck path problem in GS(NS , ES).
(2) The robust non-chained NF s− t path problem is a non-
chained NF s− t bottleneck path problem in GF (NF , EF ).
Proof: The s − t bottleneck path problem determines a
path with a maximal path capacity defined as the minimal
edge capacity on the path. Let all arcs in GP have failure
probability equals 0. Then, we do the typical arc augmentation
for all NF-enabled nodes, where augmented nodes are added
and directed arc are created to connect these nodes. For the
SFC path, the arc direction follows the SFC chain; as for the
non-chained NF path, the arcs are bi-directly generated. All
augmented arcs have capacity ln[1 + (1 − ρi)]. Hence, the
robust SFC s− t and non-chained NF s− t paths become the
corresponding bottleneck path problems. 2
For non-chained NF requests, we assume that only nodes in
the auxiliary NF-enabled network have nodal weights and all
arcs have weight equals 0. We show that the optimal solution
of an SFC s − t path is also the optimal solution of its non-
chained counterpart using the objective min
∑
i∈∪f∈F if cixi
which minimizes the node-weighted SFC s − t path. We
demonstrate that if NF-enabled nodes are reached to achieve
Algorithm 5 Robust SFC s− t path algorithm
Input: Given GP (VP , EP ), GS(NS , ES), and SFC chain
GL(VL, EL), source and destination node s, t
Output: SFC path ρ
1: for e ∈ ES do
2: Set ρe = −1
3: end for
4: for All NF-enabled nodes in NS do
5: Augment all NF-enabled nodes as arcs and added into
ES
6: Set augmented arc capacity ω(e) = ln(1 + (1− ρi))
7: end for
8: Set a node set U = {s} and ω(s) = 0
9: while U 6= VP do
10: for j in U ’s adjacent nodes do
11: ω(j) = maxe=(v∈U,j [min(ω(v), ω(e))]
12: end for
13: U = U ∪ {i}, while i = argminj∈U ’s adjacent nodesω(j)
14: end while
the optimal solution, the visiting order of these nodes would
not impact that optimal solution.visiting order of these nodes
would not impact that optimal solution.
Proposition 4: Given GS(NS , ES) and two s− t NF paths
p1 and p2 containing NF-enabled node N1 and N2, where
p1 6= p2 if N1 = N2. We have min
∑
i∈∪f∈F if∩p1 cixi =
min
∑
i∈∪f∈F if∩p2 cixi.
Hence, we define an SFC for the non-chained NF s − t
path and apply Algorithms 4 and 5 to obtain the (robust) non-
chained NF s− t path.
B. Special Case 2: Robust NF Provisioning with SFC-Fork
In this section, we present an approximation algorithm for
robust VNF provisioning with SFC-Fork (also denoted as
SFork). Note here that SFC-Fork is a common NF forwarding
graph defined in practice, which has a rooted tree structure
with a single branching point. We first review the existing k-
level facility location bi-factor approximation algorithm and
demonstrate that VNF provisioning with a single SFC can be
reduced to a k-level facility location problem. We then design
an approximation algorithm for the problem. To manage the
SFC-Fork as the NF forwarding graph, we apply a two-
step parameterized path reduction in the bi-factor approxi-
mation algorithm and proof that it is a 3.27-approximation.
Leveraging the approximation algorithm for robust facility
location problems, we further demonstrate the existence of
the approximation algorithm for the robust VNF provisioning
problem.
We let GS(VS , AS) represent an SFC forwarding graph,
(f1, f2, · · · , fr) be an SFC chain, and Λ = {λ} denote a set
of SFC chains with λ ∈ Λ as an SFC chain. Given physical
substrate network GP (VP , EP ) and all of its supported NFs,
we let NP (f) represent an NF-enabled physical node set
supporting network function f ∈ F . We let P(fh) represent
a subpath set of SFC physical paths in GP (VP , EP ), which
starts from physical nodes in NP (fh) and ends at physical
nodes NP (fr).
Assumption 1: We assume that GP (VP , EP ) is at least two-
connected.
With Assumption 1, the networks created through Algo-
rithms 1 - 3 are at least two-connected.
Proposition 5: With Assumption 1, if |NP (f)| ≥ 2 for f ∈
F , GS(VS , ES) is at least two-connected.
1) Review on k-level Facility Location Problem: Given a
client set D and a facility set F` at level `, the k-level facility
location problem determines the sets of facilities X` ∈ F` to
be opened at level 1 ≤ ` ≤ k and connects client d ∈ D to a
facility service path (ik(d), ik−1(d), · · · , i1(d)) with facility
location at ik(d). The 1-level facility location problem only
has a single level of facility set, where all clients are directly
connected to the facility location without a service path.
[48] demonstrates that an instance of k-level facility location
problem can be reduced to an instance of 1-level facility
location problem as follows: the 1-level problem takes the
client set in the k-level problem as its client set, and the facility
location set is determined by the potential facility service paths
from level k to level 1, which is denoted as
ρ(ik, t) = arg min
ρ∈PF
{t× β × C(ρ) + α×O(ρ)},
where PF is an NF service path set and t = 1, · · · , |D|, ik ∈
Xk. Client j ∈ D can be connected to these determined service
paths with connection cost C(j, ik) + C(ρ(ik, t)). Given a
solution of the 1-level facility location problem (denoted as
SOLS) constructed above, a corresponding k-level facility
location solution (denoted as SOLM) can be constructed
through opening all facilities on above facility services paths
and connecting all clients with their corresponding service
paths.
Theorem 2 (Theorem 1 in [48]): If SOLS is an (α, β)-
approximate solution of an 1-level facility location instance,
then, SOLM is a (α, 3β)-approximate solution of a k-level
facility location instance.
Next, we present approximation algorithms for NFP-SFork
starting with a simple case, where a single SFC is the NF-
forwarding graph. In other words, all SFC requests require
the same SFC. Extending from this special case, we present
approximation algorithms with SFork as the forwarding graph
in both deterministic and robust settings.
2) Approximation Algorithm for NFP-1SFC: We first study
a special case of the NF provisioning problem, where all
requests require the same SFC λ = (f1, f2, · · · , fγ) and γ
indicates the γth NF in the SFC. We denote the problem as
NFP-1SFC.
NFP-1SFC can be reduced to a k-level facility location
problem through the following steps. First, we convert an SFC
path set into the connection between a request and its SFC
service path, where required NFs specified in the SFC should
be visited in order along the path. We calibrate the cost of
request d ∈ D to its SFC service path with a simple reduction.
The connection cost for a request d(s, t) to a path SFC service
ρ starting from ifγ and ending at if1 is
C((s, if1), ρ, (ifγ , t)) = C(s, if1) + C(ρ) + C(ifγ , t)
= C(d, if1 , ifγ , ρ) + C(ρ),
with C(d, if1 , ifγ , ρ) = C(s, if1) +C(ifγ , t), if1 , ifγ ∈ ρ and
ρ ∈ PF . The procedure is presented in Algorithm 6. Based
on GS(VS , ES)’s 2-connectivity given in Proposition 5, the
connection between the source and destination nodes of a
request and a service path’s two-end nodes can be established.
Algorithm 6 SFC routing conversion to request and service
path connections
Input:
for d = (s, t) ∈ D, if1 ∈ X1, and iγ ∈ Xγ do
for ρ ∈ PF do
Calibrate the shortest path between (s, if1) and (t, ifr )
in GP with if1 , ifr ∈ ρ
Set C(d, if1 , ifr , ρ) = C(s, if1) + C(ifr , t)
end for
end for
After applying Algorithm 6, the NFP-1SFC turns to a
problem that (1) determines NF-enabled nodes at each level
for NF instance deployment, and (2) guarantees all requests
are connected to an NF service path visiting NFs in the order
defined in the SFC. Hence, the problem is a γ-level facility
location problem, where (1) the NF request set is the client
set, and (2) the NF-enabled node set corresponds to NF i are
the level i facility set (1 ≤ i ≤ γ). The difference between the
two is that the connection cost of a request to a service path is
composed of two parts, namely C(s, if1)+C(ifr , t). Different
from the k-level facility location problem, we let PS be the
service path set for request d(s, t) which starts and ends at
node ifr and if1 , respectively, with ifr ∈ Xγ and if1 ∈ X1.
We select service path ρ(t, if1 , ifγ , d) for request d ∈ D as
arg min
ρ∈PS
{t× β × C(ρ) + α×O(ρ)},
where t = 1, · · · , |D|. We let request d(s, t) connect to NF
service path ρ(t, if1 , ifγ , d).
We further reduce NFP-1SFC to the 1-level facility location
problem, where the SFC request set is taken as the client set,
and the selected SFC service path set represents the facility
set. Given a feasible solution of the 1-level facility location
problem, denoted as ψ1FL, we construct a solution for NFP-
1SFC problem as follows – all NF-enabled nodes on selected
SFC service paths are deployed with NF instances, and the
demand d(s, t) is connected to a selected service path.
With Theorem 2, the following conclusions holds.
Lemma 1: Given an SFC chain λ = {f1, f2, · · · , fγ} and
a feasible solution ψ1FL,
(1) if there exist NF service paths ρ1(ψ1FL) =
(if1 , if2 , · · · , ifγ ), ρ2(ψ1FL) = (i′f1 , i′f2 , · · · , i′fγ ) and
(a)
(b)
Fig. 4. Fork SFC forwarding graph and NF-enabled node connection graph
ifj = i
′
fj
, another solution φ also exists based on SOLS,
where NF service paths are
ρ1(φ) = (if1 , if2 , · · · , ifj , · · · , ifγ )
and
ρ2(φ) = (i
′
f1 , i
′
f2 , · · · , i′fj , · · · , i′fγ ), with if` = i′f` , ` ≤ j;
(2) CSOLS1 = C
φ
1 ; O
SOLS = Oφ; and
∑γ
i=2 C
SOLS
i ≤
∑γ
i=2 C
φ
i .
We derive from the first claim that the solutions of the
NFP-1SFC problem have SFC service paths satisfying all NF
requests ((f1, f2, · · · , fr)), which form a forest beginning at
the first NF-enabled node. Hence, a feasible solution for NFP-
1SFC also has the forest structure. Meanwhile, all NF-enabled
nodes and arcs in the forest, formed by its SFC service paths,
are unique. The NF deployment cost for NF provisioning is
the total cost to deploy all NF-enabled nodes in the forest, and
the connection costs are the total costs of arcs in the forest.
Moreover, with SFC path selection, the Claim 2 above further
identifies that demands connected to a rooted tree of the forest
have their source nodes connected to the root node. Hence, we
have a similar conclusion on the bi-factor approximation for
NF provisioning with a single SFC.
Theorem 3: If the 1-level facility location problem has a
(α, β)-approximation solution, a solution of NFP-1SFC can
be constructed through a (α, 3β)-approximation.
The detailed proof of Theorem 3 is very similar to that of
Theorem 2 in [48]. Since NFP-1SFC is a special case of NFP-
SFork, we include the proof of Theorem 10 in Appendix VI
for NFP-SFork.
3) Approximation Algorithm for NFP-SFork: With multi-
ple SFCs, the corresponding SFC forwarding graph identified
in [19], [20], [21], [22] forms a fork network structure. Extend-
ing from NFP-1SFC, we study the approximation algorithm
for SFC-Fork, where multiple SFC chains share the common
structure. We define the SFC-Fork as follows.
Definition 4: Given d ∈ D and all requested SFCs in Λ, an
SFC-Fork is a rooted tree with a single branching node fb,
where fb ∈ ∪f∈λ ∪λ∈Λ f .
Figure 4 illustrates two instances of SFC-Forks, where (1) the
(sub)paths in SFC-FORK1 share a common NF – the root
node of the fork; and (2) the SFC-FORK2 is branched at
the NF2 (green) node. All SFCs visit the same NF with the
same order. For example, NF 2 is visited before NF 4 for all
SFCs. In other words, edges going from NF 4 to NF 2 are
not allowed (only top-down order as in Fig. 4(b)). Hence, a
forwarding graph of an SFC-Fork is ∪λ∈Λλ. The difference
between NFP-SFork and the k-level facility location problem
is that the latter only contains a type of facility service paths,
while NF-SFork requires multiple types of SFC paths with
shared NFs. Thus, NF-SFork requires separate management to
avoid duplicated counts either in its solution or its reduced 1-
level facility location problem on NF deployed nodes. We now
show that a bi-factor (α, 3β)-approximation algorithm exists
for NFP-SFork if the 1-level facility problem has a (α, β)-
approximation. (α, 3β)-approximation algorithm.
Given an instance of NFP-SFork M, we let the common
subpath of SFCs be ρSΛ = (f1, · · · , fb). If b = 1, only the
first NF is shared; otherwise a subpath (f1, · · · , fb), 2 ≤ b ≤
minλ∈Λ γ(λ), is shared, where γ(λ) indicates the total number
of NFs in SFC λ ∈ Λ. We reduce the NFP-SFork to the 1-level
facility location problem through the following approaches –
(1) facility set: reducing the shared sub-SFC service paths, and
(2) client set: aggregating SFC requests and their remaining
subpaths in SFC paths.
Algorithm 7 is a two-step parameterized path reduction
algorithm for creating SFC service paths. The shared subpath
Algorithm 7 Two-step parameterized path reduction algorithm
Step 1: Parameterized path reduction of SFC service sub-
paths from fb+1(λ) to γ(λ) with λ ∈ Λ. Let ¯P(b+ 1, γ(λ))
be a path set on the auxiliary NF-enabled node network, GA,
connecting fh+1-enabled nodes with b+ 1 ≤ h ≤ γ(λ) and
p(t, ifb+1) = arg min
p∈ ¯P (b+1,γ(λ))
{tβ [O(p) + C(p)]}
, t = 1, · · · , |D|. This path set is called the disjoint SFC
service subpath, where O(p) and C(p) are NF deployment
costs and connection costs for path p, respectively.
Step 2: Parameterized path reduction of the joint path
among all SFCs. We combine the joint path and
subpaths in P(b + 1, γ(λ)) and construct full SFC
paths for requests. We determine the shared path as
p(j, if1) = arg minp∈ ¯P(1,b){αO(p) + jβC(p)} with j =
1, · · · , |N(fb+1)|, where ¯P(1, b) is the subpath set con-
necting the first NF-enabled nodes all the way through the
fb-enabled nodes in GA. Hence, given a request d ∈ D, a
feasible solution of NFP-SFork has the following structure –
request d connects to path p(t, i(fb+1) and p(j, if1), where
t is the request, d is an index, and j is the index of the
fb+1-enabled node (denoted as i(fb+1)).
among requests is called the shared SFC service subpath
for all j ∈ N(fb). The procedure of NFP-SFork reduction
to 1-level facility location is now presented as follows.
1. Facility location set: it contains all p(j, if1), j =
1, · · · , ¯P(1, b), and has setup costs equal the sum of deploy-
ment and connection costs of their corresponding paths.
2. Client set: NF (b+1)-enabled nodes, ifb+1 , where subpaths
and SFC requests connecting to them are aggregated with
ifb+1 ∈ Xb+1. The connection cost to a facility location is the
sum of (1) the connection costs from request d to a disjoint
subpath, (2) the connection costs from disjoint SFC subpath
to shared subpath, and (3) the deployment and connection cost
of disjoint SFC service subpath, which is captured through
C(d, t) + C(p(t, i(fb+1)) + C(p(ifb+1 , if1))
+C(ifb+1 , if1) + F (p(t, i(fb+1)).
We let O1 indicate the total NF deployment cost correspond-
ing to 1-level facility location facility cost, and O2 indicates
the total NF deployment cost which is part of 1-level facility
location connection costs. Based on an instance of the 1-level
facility location problem constructed above and one of its
feasible solutions, we get an NFP-SFork feasible solution
by
1. Following the facility and client connections – connect (1)
the shared SFC service subpaths and disjoint SFC service
subpaths, and (2) SFC requests to its disjoint subpaths.
2. Deploying NFs onto NF-enabled nodes for both shared and
disjoint SFC service subpaths.
We now discuss the existence of a (α, 3β)-approximation
algorithm for NFP-SFork. The proof of Theorem 10 is given
in the appendix.
Theorem 4: Given a (α, β)-approximation solution for
the 1-level facility location problem, there exists a (α, 3β)-
approximation algorithm for the NFP-SFork problem.
If the following inequalities hold individually, it sequentially
leads to Theorem 4, where ϕ1fl is a feasible solution of the
1-level facility location problem, and ϕsfc is a feasible solution
constructed based on ϕ1fl for NFP-SFork.
O(ϕsfc) + C(ϕsfc) ≤ F (ϕ1fl) + C(ϕ1fl) (4)
≤ αF (ψ1fl) + βC(ψ1fl) (5)
≤ αO(ψsfc) + 3βC(ψsfc) (6)
Based on the assumption that the 1-level facility location
problem has a (α, β)-approximation algorithm, inequality (5)
holds. The proofs of inequalities (4) and (6) are given in
Lemma 2 and 4, respectively in Appendix VI, where a
supporting conclusion presented in Lemma 3 of Appendix VI
shows that a forest structure exists in the joint SFC paths for
requests of an SFC λ ∈ Λ.
Next, we present the bi-factor algorithm for NFP-SFork
as follows. A greedy algorithm presented in [48] is a bi-
factor γf (δ), γc(δ) approximation algorithm for the single-
level facility location problem, where γf (δ) = γf + ln(δ) and
γc(δ) = 1 +
γc−1
δ with γf = 1.11 and γc = 1.78. Combining
the greedy algorithm in [48] and the proposed Algorithm 7,
we obtain a bi-factor approximation algorithm (Algorithm 8)
for NFP-SFork.
Theorem 5: Algorithm 8 is a 3.27 approximation algorithm
for NFP-SFork problem regardless of forward graph’s network
structure.
Algorithm 8 Bi-factor approximation algorithm for NFP-
SFork
Greedy Algorithm [48]
Step 1: Given a single level facility location problem, we
scale the facility open cost up with a ratio δ with δ ≥ 1
Step 1.1: Initially, set Bj = 0 for all clients. Assign budget
Bj to all clients j, and client j offers max{Bj − cij , 0} to
facility i if j is not connected, otherwise, maxi′ 6=i{ci′j −
cij , 0} if the client j connects to a facility i′.
Step 1.2: If unconnected client set IU 6= ∅, increase Bj at
the same rate; if the total offered costs to unopened facility
is equal to open costs, i.e.,
∑
j∈IU max{Bj − cij , 0} = fi,
open facility i; and if the connection costs of unconnected
client j equals its connection cost to an opened facility i′
maxi′ 6=i{ci′j − cij , 0} = ci′j , connect client j to facility i.
Step 2: Scale down the open costs of facilities to their
original costs at the same rate; if opening a facility does
not increase the total cost, the facility is open and assign
clients to its closest open facility.
Algorithm 7: two-step path reduction
Based on Theorem 4 and the (γf (δ), γc(δ))-approximation
algorithm for 1FL, we have a (γf (δ), 3γc(δ))-approximation
algorithm for NFP-SFork problem, regardless of the forward-
ing graph’s fork structure with any δ ≥ 1. When δ = 8.67,
we obtain a feasible solution for NFP-SFork, which is within
a factor of 3.27 of the optimal solution of NFP-SFork.
4) Extension: Robust NFP-SFork: To guarantee that there
exists backup NF-enabled nodes after any NF-enabled node
failure, we engage the robust fault-tolerance algorithm to
ensure the availability of backup NF-enabled nodes, where
the backup costs is also minimized at the level ` with 1 ≤
` ≤ γ(λ) with λ ∈ Λ.
[56] concluded the existence of (1.5+7.5α)-approximation
for the robust fault-tolerant facility location problem with α
failed nodes. Hence, applying two-step parameterized path
reduction to create SFC service path and backup paths after
NF-enabled node failure into the approximation algorithm for
robust fault-tolerant facility location problem, approximation
algorithm exists for robust NFP problem with α NF-enabled
node failure.
C. Formulations for Robust NF Provisioning with NF Request
We now present the mathematical formulations for the
maximal reliable NF deployment problem based on the NF ser-
vice failure probability. We first turn the non-linear objective
minV FP maxdst∈Dminηst∈Pst Πi∈V fP ∩ηstρi into its linearized
counterpart
min
V FP
max
f∈Fst
dst∈D
min
ηst∈Pst
∑
i∈V fP ∩ηst
ln(1 + ρi) (7)
by applying the ln(·) function.
With Theorem 1, the formulation presented below is the
robust NF evaluation metric value of NF request with (7) as
the objective:
min
λ,x,y,z,ξ,h
λ
s.t.
∑
i∈VP
hi ≤ Nf , f ∈ F (8)
λ ≥ ξfst, f ∈ F, dst ∈ D (9)
ξfst =
∑
i∈VP
ln(1 + ρi)y
if
st , f ∈ F, dst ∈ D (10)
yifst ≥ zfi + δiηstxηst + γfst − 2,
f ∈ F, dst ∈ D, ηst ∈ Pst, i ∈ VP (11)
yifst ≤ zfi , f ∈ F, i ∈ VP (12)
yifst ≤ δiηstxηst , f ∈ F, i ∈ VP , dst ∈ D,
ηst ∈ Pst (13)
yifst ≤ γfst, f ∈ F, i ∈ VP , dst ∈ D (14)
hi ≥ zfi , f ∈ F, i ∈ VP (15)∑
ηst∈Pst
xηst = 1, dst ∈ D (16)
λ, ξfst ≥ 0, zfi , yifst , hi, xηst ∈ {0, 1}, ηst ∈ Pst,
(s, t) ∈ EL, f ∈ F, dst ∈ D, i ∈ VP (17)
Constraint (8) enforces the upper bound for the number of
nodes deployed with NFs. Constraint (9) records the value of
NF failure evaluation metric (linearized) among all demands
for all NFs. Constraint (10) captures the robust NF failure
evaluation metric value (linearized, i.e., ln(ρi) as in constraint
(7)) of demand dst ∈ D and f ∈ F . Based on Definition 1,
constraint (11) determines whether f is deployed onto physical
node i for demand dst ∈ D, where (i) zfi = 1 when f is
deployed onto physical node i; (ii) δiηst = 1 when node i
deployed with an NF is on a selected path ηst for dst; and
(iii) γfst = 1 when dst requires NF f . Constraints (12) – (14)
force variable yifst to be 0 when any of the (i) to (iii) above is
not satisfied. Constraint (15) indicates whether physical node
i is deployed with any NFs. Constraint (16) selects a single
physical route for demand dst ∈ D. Constraint (17) provides
feasible regions for all variables.
Note here that the variable λ in constraint (9) records the
value of the robust NF failure evaluation metric achieved by
NF request through ξfst. As the objective of the reformulation
is to find the minimum λ, it also encourages evaluation metric
value ξfst to be minimized. Therefore, the above reformulation
solves the maximal reliable NF deployment problem.
We next present the formulation for SFC service reliability.
D. Formulations for SFC Service Reliability
Different from the non-chained NF failure probability, the
SFC failure probability is
1−max
Γ(F )
min
f∈Fst
dst∈D
max
ηst∈Pst
[
1−Πi∈Γ(f)∩pstρi
]
/|Fst|!
with dst ∈ D.
Proposition 6: For requests with SFC, we have
maxΓ(F ) minf∈Fst
dst∈D
maxpst∈Pst
[
1−Πi∈Γ(f)∩pstρi
]
/|F ∗st|!
= 1 − minΓ(F ) maxf∈Fst
dst∈D
minpst∈Pst Πi∈Γ(f)∩pstρi/|F ∗st|!
, where F ∗st represents the requested NFs of
d∗st = arg mindst∈D,f∈Fst
[
Πi∈Γ(f)∩pstρi
]
.
We introduce here an auxiliary variable ωst which indicates
whether dst ∈ D is selected as the d∗st. By replacing routings
from undirected to directed path set (i.e., ηst → pst) in
constraints (11), (13), (16), (17), we present the formulation
for the robust SFC provisioning as follows.
min
λ,ξ,ω,β,y,x,z
λ
s.t. λ ≥ ωst, dst ∈ D (18)
ωst ≥ ξfst − ln |Fst|!, f ∈ F, dst ∈ D (19)∑
dst∈D
βst = 1 (20)
λ ≤ ωst +M(1− βst), dst ∈ D (21)
λ ≥ ωst +M(βst − 1), dst ∈ D (22)
ωst ≥ 0, βst ∈ {0, 1}, dst ∈ D (23)
Constraints (8) and (10)–(17)
Constraint (18) is to guarantee the lower bound based on the
FP (linearized). The newly introduced constraint (19) is used
to capture the corresponding SFC request dst ∈ D. Constraint
(20) guarantees that exactly one demand dst ∈ D should be
selected as the d∗st which provides the FP(dst). Constraints
(21) and (22) guarantee λ = ωst for the selected d∗st (when
βst = 1).
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We design our experiments for robust NF provisioning
problems in two parts, (1) provisioning with non-chained NFs,
and (2) provisioning with SFCs.
A. Experiment Design
1) Design for Robust NF Provisioning with Non-chained
NFs: We select NSF network as the physical network illus-
trated in Fig. 5, which has 14 nodes and 21 links. NF requests
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Fig. 5. NSF
are based on node pairs whose mappings onto physical nodes
are known a priori. Six pairs of NF requests are constructed
and listed as follows: (1,2), (1,4), (2,3), (3,5), (4,7), and (6,7).
NF requests for logical arcs/links are randomly assigned with
up to three NFs.
We consider that physical nodes are with random failure
probabilities, where the means of these probabilities are in
the range of 1% to 49% and the variance is 0.001. For each
of the failure probabilities, we generate 25 testing samples
and report their average as the results. For the simulations of
the maximal reliable NF deployment problem, we first create
testing cases which restrict the number of NF-enable nodes to
be 40%, 50%, and 60% of the physical nodes.
Based on the settings above, two sets of testing cases are
created. The first testing cases for the maximal NF reliable
deployment problem have (i) NSF as the physical network, (ii)
demands with up to three randomly assigned NF requests, (iii)
a given limitation on the number of NF deployed locations,
and (iv) random node failure probability. The proposed setting
is to verify that when the number of NF locations decreases,
whether the NF service reliability also goes down correspond-
ing. Meanwhile, when the node failure probability increases,
whether the NF service reliability also decreases.
The second testing cases have (i) a fixed NF service reliabil-
ity (90%), and (ii) random physical node failure probability.
The purpose of the setting is again to evaluate that with a
fixed NF service reliability, whether extra NF-deployed nodes
are required to fulfill the requirement of the service level when
the node failure probability increases. increases, whether extra
NF-deployed nodes are required to fulfill the requirement of
the service level.
2) Design for Robust NF Provisioning with SFCs: We
consider three different forwarding graphs, the single SFC
(“1SFC”), rooted fork (“rFork”), and branched fork (“bFork”),
and illustrate them in Fig 6 to test the proposed robust
evaluation metrics and approaches to calibrate their survivable
probability. We take CORONET network, illustrated in Fig. 7,
f1 f2 f3
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f2 f3 f4
f5 f6 f7
f2
f3 f4 f5
f6 f7 f8
f1
1SFC
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Fig. 6. Forwarding graphs
Fig. 7. CORONET CONUS Network
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as the physical network which has 75 nodes, 99 links, and
an average nodal degree of 2.6. We generate two sets of
6 demands and 10 demands randomly. For 1SFC as the
forwarding graph, all demands require the SFC; for rFork and
bFork, we randomly assign half of the demands (3 demands or
5 demands) with a branch of a fork, and the rest of demands
require the second branch of forks. Therefore, we have six
testing cases, which are with three forwarding graphs and two
demand pair setting correspondingly.
We also consider NF-enabled nodes to have failure probabil-
ity from 1% to 50% with the variance be 0.1%. The experiment
is designed to test with how many NF-enabled nodes, all
demand pairs would have positive survivable probability and
what the numerical values are. We report the robust survivabil-
ity probability of all testing cases with different NF-enabled
node failure probability.
B. Computational Results
1) Computational Results for Robust NF Provisioning with
Non-chained NFs: The simulation results for the maximal NF
reliable deployment problem are presented in Fig. 8. The three
lines in blue, red, and green colors represent the testing cases
with 40%, 50%, and 60% of NF-enabled physical nodes. The
x-axis represents the physical node failure probability (in mean
value) and the y-axis denotes the NF service reliability (in
percentage). Each plotted node/dot in the figure presents the
average NF service reliability for all testing samples. With up
to 50% failure probability of the NF-enabled nodes, the NF re-
liability reaches 75%. When the number of NF-enabled nodes
increases, the NF reliability increases to 87.5%, and 93.7%,
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Fig. 9. NF service reliability vs. NF deployment
respectively. We confirm our analysis that with the limitation
on the number of NF-enabled nodes, the NF service reliability
increases when physical node failure probability decreases.
Also, given the same physical node failure probabilities, we
observe that when the number of NF-enabled nodes (in terms
of the mean value) decreases, the reliability of the NF service
decreases as well.
Figure 9 illustrates the number of NFs deployed to reach
the required level of the NF service reliability (based on the
maximal number of NF-enabled nodes in the testing cases)
with single NF and multiple NFs (in our testing cases, three
required NFs) in each demand. To reach the fixed (90%)
NF service reliability, the number of physical nodes deployed
with NFs is only doubled when the number of required NFs
for each demand goes from one to three even with high
failure probability (10 – 50%) on physical nodes. The figure
demonstrates a clear pattern between the number of nodes
deployed with NFs and the NF service reliability.
In the simulation results, we observe that the NF service
reliability is higher with more physical nodes deployed with
the required NFs, and obviously, a lower average node failure
probability leads to a higher NF service reliability under the
failure(s) of physical nodes. The observations on these simula-
tions are as expected and demonstrate the relationship between
the number of NF-deployed nodes (cost-related restriction) and
NF service reliability (service level).
2) Computational Results for Robust NF Provisioning with
SFCs: Following the experiment design in Section V-A2, we
test six SFC requests and ten SFC requests cases separately.
Different from the robust survivable NF provisioning prob-
lem with non-chained NFs, the SFC requests need to visit
required NFs in order. Therefore, the NF instance deployment
on NF-enabled nodes is more restricted. We proceed with
our testing in the larger-scale physical network, the CORO-
NET network, to identify (1) how many NF-enabled nodes
are needed, and (2) what are the corresponding survivable
probability among all SFC requests to guarantee that all SFC
requests are fulfilled with three types of SFC forwarding
graphs.
We first report the NF-enabled nodes required to support
all demands with different NF forwarding graphs, and have
positive survivability, in Figs. 10 and 11 for six and ten SFC
requests.
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The results meet our expectation that with the same requests,
more NF-enabled nodes are required to guarantee that all
SFC requests have a positive survivable probability. The more
requests are added, the requirement of NF-enabled nodes in-
creased. Note here that we did not observe too much difference
on the number of NF-enabled nodes needed with rFork and
bFork as the NF forwarding graphs for both six and ten SFC
requests.
Next, we present the robust survivable probability of all
testing cases with NF-enabled nodes failure probability from
5% to 50% (with a fixed 5% gap) for six and ten demands in
TableIII. We let “FP”, “6D-1SFC”, “6D-rFork”, “6D-bFork”,
“10D-1SFC”, “10D-rFork”, “10D-bFork” represent the failure
probability, survivable probability of six and ten demands with
1SFC, rFork and bFork as the forwarding graphs, respectively.
Computational results show a very clear pattern that the higher
failure probability, the lower the survivable probability for
all SFC requests. Compared with rFork and bFork, 1SFC as
forwarding graph has much higher survivable probability; and
with bFork as the forwarding graph, the survivable probability
is low. The highest we could reach is around 6.28%.
To have a finer granularity of the robust failure probability
and observe the patterns of changes for robust survivable
probability, we plot the robust failure probability in terms of
NF-enabled failure probability from 50% to 1% (with 1% gap).
With six SFC requests, the survivable probability is curved
and convex. The trend line of the survivable probability has a
FP 6D-
1SFC
6D-
rFork
6D-
bFork
10D-
1SFC
10D-
rFork
10D-
bFork
5 94.1613 31.3871 6.2774 95.9597 29.8925 5.9785
10 93.4533 31.1511 6.2302 90.9091 28.3192 5.6638
15 92.2734 30.7578 6.1516 85.8586 26.7459 5.3492
20 90.6216 30.2072 6.0414 80.8081 25.1726 5.0345
25 88.4976 29.4992 5.8998 75.7575 23.5993 4.7199
30 85.9017 28.6339 5.7268 70.7073 22.0261 4.4052
35 82.8336 27.6112 5.5222 65.6568 20.4528 4.0906
40 79.2939 26.4313 5.2863 60.6062 18.8795 3.7759
45 75.2820 25.0940 5.0188 55.5557 17.3062 3.4612
50 70.7979 23.5993 4.7199 50.5051 15.7329 3.1466
TABLE III
ROBUST SURVIVABLE PROBABILITY OF SFC REQUESTS
smoother increase when thee failure probability is lower. With
ten SFC requests, we observe that the changes to survivable
probability are more linear in terms of the failure probability.
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we address the practical challenges in NFV
5G implementation. We propose a new robust evaluation
metric that quantifies the minimal reliability among all NFs
for all demands considering the random NF-enabled node
failure. We study three sets of problems in the robust NF
provisioning, i.e., the SFC s − t path problem, NFP-SFork,
and NFP with the general NF forwarding graph. We intro-
duce an auxiliary/augmented network layer and we develop
pseudo-polynomial algorithms to solve the robust NF and SFC
s − t path problems. We present approximation algorithms
for robust NFV with the SFC-Fork as the NF forwarding
graph and adopt a two-step parameterized path reduction
technique, which can serve in multiple types of approximation
algorithms when the underlying network has the branching
structure. Furthermore, we propose exact solution approaches
via MILP with general forwarding graph structures. Compu-
tational results show that our proposed solution approaches
are capable of managing robust NFP with non-chained NF
and SFC requests in both small and large-size national-wide
physical networks.
In further research, we would like to consider physical node
capacity and NF deployment costs. We are also interested
in evaluating the costs to introduce more NF-enabled nodes
in the physical network. Another line of investigation is on
the scenarios of shared risk group failure(s) and physical link
failure(s) and their impacts on NF service reliability. Last, but
not least, another research direction is to relax the assumptions
on independent node failures, the correlation among NF-
enabled node failures, and study their impacts on NF service
reliability.
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 10
Lemma 2: Given a feasible solution ϕ1fl of the 1-level
facility location problem based on NFP-SFork reduction its
corresponding NFP-SFork solution ϕsfc, we have F (ϕsfc) +
C(ϕsfc) ≤ F (ϕ1fl) + C(ϕ1fl).
Proof 1: Given a feasible solution ϕ1fl of the 1-level facility
location problem, we have
C(ϕ1fl) =
∑
d∈D
[
C(d, t) + C(p(t, ifb+1) + C(p(ifb+1 , if1))
]
+∑
t=1,··· ,|D|
F (p(t, ifb+1)),
F (ϕ1fl) =
∑
ifb+1∈Xb+1
F (p(ifb+1 , if1)). (24)
where Xb+1 contains NF-enabled nodes selected by paths
∪t∈1,··· ,|D|p(t, ifb+1). For the corresponding NFP-SFork so-
lution ϕsfc, we have
O(ϕsfc) ≤
∑
ifb+1∈Xb+1
F (p(ifb+1 , if1)),
C(ϕsfc) =
∑
d∈D
[
C(d, t) + C(p(t, ifb+1)) + C(p(ifb+1 , if1))
]
+
∑
t=1,··· ,|D|
F (p(t, ifb+1)). (25)
Hence, the conclusion holds.
Lemma 3: Given a solution of NFP-SFork, χsfc, then there
exists another solution ψsfc such that
(1) in solution χsfc and given λ ∈ Λ, paths ρ1 =
(if1(λ) , if2(λ) , · · · , ifγ(λ)) and ρ2 = (i′f1(λ) , i′f2(λ) , · · · , i′fγ(λ))
with `(λ) for some i`(λ) = i′`(λ), then in solution ψsfc,
ij(λ) = i
′
j(λ) with 1 ≤ j(λ) ≤ `(λ), and
(2) in solution χsfc with given λ, λ′ ∈ Λ, paths ρ1 =
(if1(λ) , if2(λ) , · · · , if|λ|) and ρ2 = (i′f1(λ′) , i′f2(λ′) , · · · , i′f|λ′|)
with if`(λ) = i
′
f`′(λ′)
for some `(λ), `′(λ′), then, in solution
ψsfc, ij = i′j , for all 1 ≤ j ≤ `(λ); and
(3) O(ψsfc) ≤ O(χsfc) and C|λ|(ψsfc) = C|λ|(χsfc), and∑
1≤j≤|λ|−1 Cj(ψsfc) ≤
∑
1≤j≤|λ|−1 Cj(χsfc)
Proof 2: Proof of Claim 1: Given a solution χsfc of NFP-
SFork, we show how to obtain ψsfc based on χ′sfc, a feasible
solution for NFP-SFork. In χsfc, there exist paths ρ1 =
(if1(λ) , if2(λ) , · · · , ifγ(λ)) and ρ2 = (i′f1(λ) , i′f2(λ) , · · · , i′fγ(λ))
with `λ for some if`(λ) = i
′
f`(λ)
, but for all 1 ≤ h(λ) ≤ `λ,
ρ1(fh(λ)) 6= ρ2(fh(λ)). We let ρ2(f`(λ)) = ρ1(f`(λ)), and
only deploy VNF instances on ρ1 without the deployment
on ρ2(f`(λ)), which is still be a feasible solution for NFP-
SFork. In ψsfc, ρ1 = (if1(λ) , if2(λ) , · · · , if`(λ) , · · · , ifγ(λ)) and
ρ2 = (i
′
f1(λ)
, i′f2(λ) , · · · , if`(λ) , · · · , i′fγ(λ)) with `λ.
Proof of Claim 2: Similar to thee proof above, with solution
χsfc, we alter the SFC service path ρ2 as
ρ2 = (if1(λ) , if2(λ) , · · · , if`(λ) , · · · , i′f|λ′|)),
which still provides a feasible solution for NFP-SFork. Solu-
tion ψsfc takes ρ1 and alters ρ2 as the service paths.
With Claims 1 and 2, Claim 3 holds.
Lemma 4: αF (ψ1fl) + βC(ψ1fl) ≤ αO(ψsfc) + 3βC(ψsfc)
Proof 3: Given a solution χsfc, we construct ψsfc. Without
loss of generality, we assume that ψsfc satisfies Lemma 1.
Thus, we have O(ψsfc) ≤ O(χsfc).
We let X1 ∈ N(f1) and Xb+1 ∈ N(fb+1) be two NF-
enabled node sets to be deployed with NF instances. With
Lemma 3, we let D(µ) ⊂ D be the request set connecting
to µ ∈ Xb+1, where p(µ) = arg mind∈D(µ) C(p(d, ifb+1)).
We let I(ν) ∈ N(fb+1) be NF b-enabled nodes connecting to
ν ∈ X1 following the solution χsfc. We let
p(ν) = arg min
ifb+1∈I(fb+1 )
C(p(ifb+1 , if1)),
P1 be the SFC service subpath set in ψsfc connecting NF 1
enabled nodes to the NF b enabled nodes; and P2 be the SFC
service subpath set in ψsfc connecting NF (b+1) enabled node
to NF |γ(λ)| enabled node. We create a new solution, ςsfc, for
NFP-SFork where all demands in D(µ) are connected to p(µ),
and j ∈ I(fb+1)(ν) are connected to p(ν).
Hence, we decompose the connection cost of NFP-SFork
t t'
p( ) p(d)
i'
fγ
i
fγ
μ
Fig. 14. Triangle inequality for connection costs
into four parts:
C(ψsfc) = Cγ(ψsfc) + Cb(ψsfc) + CP1(ψsfc) + CP2(ψsfc)
where
Cγ(ψsfc) =
∑
(d,ifγ(λ) )∈
⋃
d∈D p(d,ifb+1 )
C(d, ifγ(λ)),
Cb(ψsfc) =
∑
(ifb+1 ,ifb )∈
⋃
ifb+1
∈Xb+1 p(ifb+1 ,if1 )
C(ifb+1 , ifb),
CP1(ψsfc) =
∑
ifb+1∈Xb+1
C(p(ifb+1 , if1)),
CP2(ψsfc) =
∑
t=1,··· ,|D|
C(p(t, ifb+1)).
For d ∈ D(µ) with µ ∈ Xb,
CP2(ςsfc) + Cγ(ςsfc) ≤ 3CP2(ψsfc) + Cγ(ψsfc)
With the fact that given a demand d ∈ D(µ), C(p(u), ςsfc) +
C((d, p(u)), ςsfc) ≤ 3C(p(d), ψsfc)+C((d, p(u)), ψsfc) follows
the triangle inequality (as illustrated in Fig 14). Through the
similar idea, we have
CP1(ςsfc) + C(b,b+1)(ςsfc) ≤ 3CP1(ψsfc) + C(b,b+1)(ψsfc)
We create the 1-level facility location solution, ς1fl, as follows:,
all NF-enabled nodes on path p(ν, |I(ν)|) and p(j, |Dµ|) with
j ∈ Xb+1 are deployed with NFs, and d is connected to path
p(j, |Dµ|) where d ∈ Dµ, and p(j, |D(µ)|) is connected to
p(ν, |I(ν)|), where j ∈ I(ν).
αO(ς1fl) + βC(ς1fl)
=α
∑
ν∈X1
O(p(ν, |I(ν)|)) + β
∑
ν∈X1
∑
j∈I(ν)
C(p(ν, |I(ν)|))
+ βCb + β
∑
µ∈Xb+1
∑
d∈D(µ)
[C(p(d, µ)) +O(p(d, µ))] + βCγ
≤
∑
ν∈X1
[αO(p(ν, |I(ν)|)) + β|I(ν)|C(p(ν, |I(ν)|))] + βCb
+
∑
µ∈Xb+1
β|D(µ)|[C(p(d, µ)) +O(p(d, µ))] + βCγ
≤
∑
ν∈X1
[αO(p(ν)) + β|I(ν)|C(p(ν))] + βCb
+
∑
µ∈Xb+1
|D(µ)| [βO(p(µ)) + βC(p(µ))] + βCγ (26)
≤αO1(ςsfc) + β [CP1(ςsfc) + Cb(ςsfc) + CP2(ςsfc)
+Cγ(ςsfc) +O2(ςsfc)]
where inequality (26) holds with two-step parameterized path
reduction.
Hence, the conclusion holds.
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